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Executive Summary
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Businesses are increasingly investing in HPC to manufacture higher quality products faster,
optimize oil and gas exploration, improve patient outcomes, detect fraud and breaches,
mitigate financial risks, and more. HPC also helps governments respond faster to
emergencies, analyze terrorist threats better and accurately predict the weather – all vital for
national security, public safety, and the environment. The economic and social value of HPC
is immense.
HPC workloads are also getting larger and spikier with more interdisciplinary analyses,
higher fidelity models, and larger data volumes. Hence, managing and deploying onpremises HPC is getting harder and more expensive, especially as the line between HPC and
analytics is blurring in every industry. Businesses are also challenged with rapid technology
refresh cycles, limited in-house datacenter space, skills to cost-effectively operate an onpremises HPC environment customized to match performance, security and compliance
requirements. So, businesses are increasingly considering cloud computing. Hence, HPC on
the cloud is growing at over 4 times the growth rate of HPC.
As a pioneer in cloud computing, Amazon Web Services (AWS) continues to innovate and
overcome many past issues with using public clouds for HPC. AWS is fueling the rapid
migration of HPC to the cloud with some key differentiators such as the NVIDIA GPUenabled cloud instances for compute and remote visualization and a growing ecosystem of
highly-skilled partners.
Likewise, NVIDIA, as the leader in accelerated computing for HPC and Artificial
Intelligence/Deep Learning (AI/DL), continues to invest in building a robust ecosystem of
software for highly parallel computing. A recent analyst report shows that 70% of the most
popular HPC applications, including 15 of the top 15 are accelerated by GPUs. These
provide upwards of two orders of magnitude of speed up compared to CPUs. AWS and
NVIDIA GPU Cloud ( NGC) container registry available on AWS marketplace provide
NVIDIA GPU-optimized containers to simplify deployment of key HPC applications. AWS
and NVIDIA is a winning combination for HPC.
This winning combination accelerates large-scale HPC workflows from data ingestion to
computing to visualization with flexibility, reliability, and security. Further, it fosters
unprecedented collaborative innovation between engineers and scientists, converts capital
costs to usage-based operational costs and keeps pace with technology refresh cycles.
Prominent real-world client examples highlighted here span many industries: manufacturing,
oil and gas, life sciences and healthcare, and more. These examples demonstrate how AWS
and NVIDIA help in reducing costs, enhancing productivity, increasing revenues and profits,
and lowering risks for HPC clients.
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Growing value of cloud for HPC
HPC is enabling businesses to deliver better quality products earlier, enhance oil and gas
exploration and production, improve patient outcomes, minimize financial risks, and more.
The return on investment (ROI) from HPC can be in the hundreds1 of percent and the HPC
market is expected to grow at a healthy cumulative annual growth rate (CAGR) of 10%.2
HPC ROI is in
the hundreds of
percent

The lines between HPC and analytics including Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Deep
Learning (DL) are also blurring. This and the need to support higher fidelity models, more
interdisciplinary analyses, larger data volumes, and faster turnaround times require even
more HPC infrastructure: servers, storage, networking, software and accelerators.
Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) from NVIDIA are accelerating many HPC workloads by
several orders of magnitude. However, the costs of acquiring, provisioning, and managing
large in-house clusters are becoming prohibitively high. But with GPUs on the AWS cloud,
engineers and scientists across many industries can deploy high value use cases and benefit
from flexible, reliable, scalable, secure, and economical HPC capabilities (Figure 1).

HPC cloud
market
expected to
grow at 44.3%
- almost four
times the HPC
market

Figure 1: High Value Use Cases and Benefits of HPC Cloud

Consequently, the HPC on cloud market is estimated to grow at a CAGR of 44.3%3 – over
four times HPC growth. To maintain this robust growth, it is imperative to overcome some
prior HPC cloud barriers such as visualization, data transfer and deep domain specific skills.
AWS and NVIDIA are overcoming these barriers through continuous innovations in
workload acceleration, remote visualization, fast and cost-effective data transfer capabilities,
and more. They are also building a growing partner ecosystem of HPC application providers
with GPU-optimized implementations4 and service providers, such as Rescale, who have
deep expertise, tools, and processes to manage complex simulations on AWS. This is fueling
an accelerated client migration to AWS using NVIDIA GPU-based compute instances.

AWS and
NVIDIA are
accelerating
HPC migration
to the cloud
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Why is HPC moving rapidly to the cloud?
Even as HPC value is growing, managing on-premises HPC is becoming more challenging.
Some key impediments to the rapid adoption and widespread use of HPC solutions include:

On-premises
HPC is
becoming very
challenging

• Expensive to acquire, maintain, and operate on-premises HPC systems and software,
• Hard to optimize and run applications efficiently (especially spiky workloads) while
keeping up with rapid technology refresh cycles to prevent obsolescence,
• Lack of adequate datacenter space especially for very large-scale workloads,
• Implementing security and compliance are challenging or expensive, and
• Lack of deep skills to customize HPC deployments and integrate existing workflows.
At the same time, traditional barriers to running HPC in the cloud are collapsing with:
• Improvements in network bandwidth and latency, security and compliance;
• GPU support that can accelerate workloads and allow effective remote visualization
• Data replication solutions and container technologies that enable workload portability.

Traditional
HPC on cloud
barriers are
diminishing

Moving HPC to
the cloud
reduces costs,
enhances
productivity,
lowers risks,
and increases
revenues/profits

This is making it easier and more cost-effective to run HPC applications on the cloud and
benefit from the considerable flexibility and automation to rapidly scale up or scale down
the HPC environment. This helps organizations minimize capital expenditure (CAPEX) and
move to an operational expenditure (OPEX) model that could reduce costs, enhance
productivity, lower risks, accelerate time to value, and improve revenues and profits.

Figure 2: Benefits of Moving On-Premises HPC to the AWS Cloud

When running HPC on the AWS Cloud, every set of related, interdependent jobs can be
provided with its own purpose-built, on-demand cluster, e.g., development, production, test,
and mission critical (Figure 2). This ability to launch clusters by user, group, or application
helps minimize wait time and enables a more unique and granular level of customization
that accelerates the entire HPC workflow for the organization.
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Several Options to Accelerate HPC workflows with GPUs on AWS
GPU use is rapidly growing in HPC. Many tasks like complex simulations and 3D rendering
run very well in a parallel environment. GPUs have enhanced efficiency and speed of
execution for many scientific computation problems by more than two orders of magnitude.

GPUs can
accelerate
HPC by more
than two
orders of
magnitude

NVIDIA continues to innovate and invest heavily in the growth of GPU adoption for HPC.
For instance, the NVLink interconnect fabric provides higher bandwidth, more links, and
improved scalability for multi-GPU and multi-GPU/CPU clusters. In addition, NVIDIA is
building a robust software ecosystem to support its market-leading accelerators including:
• Parallel programming APIs, libraries, and associated application development tools like
OpenACC on its CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) GPU platform
• Acceleration of over 70% of the most popular HPC applications, including 15 of the top
15, along with application containers on NGC container registry to provide quick, easy
access to highest performing HPC application configurations on the cloud.
• NVIDIA IndeX – a leading volume visualization tool for HPC that takes advantage of the
GPU’s computational horsepower to deliver real-time performance on large datasets by
distributing visualization workloads across a GPU-accelerated cluster.

NVIDIA
provides a
robust software
ecosystem to
fuel HPC
adoption

The following Amazon Elastic Computing Cloud (EC2) GPU-based instances are highly
recommended for many HPC scenarios and provide large flexibility to optimize cost and
performance:5
• Amazon EC2 P3 Instances have up to 8 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs.
• Amazon EC2 P2 Instances have up to 16 NVIDIA K80 GPUs.
• Amazon EC2 G3 Instances have up to 4 NVIDIA Tesla M60 GPUs.
Consumption-based pricing: These AWS GPU-based instances can be purchased based on
usage/consumption. There are multiple-ways (Figure 3) to pay for Amazon EC2 instances.
The most common are: On-Demand, Reserved Instances, and Spot Instances. These AWS
GPU-based instances and other AWS features provide a winning combination for HPC.

Several AWS
GPU-based
instances
provide large
flexibility to
optimize cost
and
performance

Figure 3: Amazon EC2 Flexible Consumption-based Pricing Options
5
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Key Features of the AWS HPC offering
Many clients are using AWS to augment their existing HPC infrastructure or to entirely
replace it to satisfy the growing demand for HPC and reduce the time and expense required
to deploy and manage HPC on-premises. AWS provides near-instant and economical access
to computing resources for a new and broader community of HPC users, and for entirely new
types of grid and cluster applications.

AWS provides
a wide
selection of
instance types,
storage
options, and
management
tools

Amazon EC2 provides a wide selection of instance types optimized to fit different use cases.
Instance types include varying combinations of CPU, GPU, FPGA, memory, storage, and
networking capacity and give users the flexibility to choose the right mix of resources for
specific HPC applications. AWS also offers a wide variety of data storage options, and
higher-level capabilities for deployment, cluster automation, and workflow management.
Figure 4 shows the broad categories of HPC applications and corresponding AWS solutions
including remote visualization (Amazon NICE Desktop Cloud Visualization (DCV)):

Supports many
HPC
applications
categories with
remote
visualization

Figure 4: Support for Several HPC Applications Categories with Remote Visualization

High
throughput
computing well
suited for Spot
Instances

• Loosely coupled HPC: These HPC applications do not depend much on node-to-node
interconnect or storage performance and can be easily distributed across large numbers of
GPUs. They are typically categorized as high throughput computing (HTC) or Capacity
Computing. Examples include: Monte Carlo simulations for risk analytics, concurrent
batch processing of independent structural analysis applications, material science,
proteomics applications, etc.
These applications are ideally suited to Amazon EC2 Spot Instances and benefit from
Auto Scaling6. Customers can choose from many EC2 instance types7 and can also take
advantage of GPU acceleration, using Amazon EC2 P3, P2, and G3 instances.
6
7

http://aws.amazon.com/documentation/autoscaling/
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• Tightly coupled applications: These can be deployed effectively on the cloud at small to
medium scale, with a maximum number of cores per job being application dependent.
Examples are engineering and reservoir simulation applications, and many are also
accelerated by Amazon EC2 P3 and P2 instances.

With AWS,
clients can
scale out to get
higher quality
results using
EC2 placement
groups and
GPUs for more
parallelism

AWS provides unique capabilities to enhance performance using EC2 placement groups
and enhanced networking8 (lower latencies and predictable performance) to get higher
quality results. It may also be possible to reduce the number of computing nodes by
offloading highly parallel computations to GPU-based instances.
• Data intensive computing: HPC workloads that involve large amounts of data require
fast, reliable access to many data storage types. Applications in this class include highresolution image processing, 3D animation rendering, genomics, cybersecurity, mixsignal circuit simulation, seismic processing, and machine learning among others.

Many high
performance
storage options
for data intensive
computing

AWS services and features that help HPC users optimize for data-intensive computing
include Amazon S3, Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS), and Amazon EC2 instance
types, such as the I3 which includes locally-attached solid-state drive (SSD) storage.
• Advanced remote visualization: For end-users, visualizing an entire dataset with high
fidelity and interactivity is key to gathering insights. But as datasets have grown to
petabytes, this has become hard. By creating the visualization on the cloud-based server
(Figure 4- previous page), significantly less data needs to be transported back to the user.

AWS NICE
DCV enables
remote
visualization of
large datasets
with high
fidelity

Amazon NICE Desktop Cloud Visualization (DCV)9 is a remote visualization technology
that enables users to securely connect to graphic-intensive 3D applications hosted on a
remote high-performance server. With NICE DCV, users can leverage the server's
processor, GPU, I/O capabilities and memory to visualize large data sets. The NICE DCV
server software compresses the visual output of the hosted application and streams it back
to the user as an encrypted pixel stream. The NICE DCV client receives the compressed
pixel stream, decrypts it, and then outputs it to a local display.
• Container Services: AWS provides highly scalable easy to use Container Management
and Registry services with multiple container products to help customers deploy, manage
and scale containers in production. Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS) is a
fully-managed container orchestration service and Amazon Elastic Container Service for
Kubernetes (Amazon EKS) is a managed service that makes it easy for customers to run
Kubernetes on AWS. Amazon EKS fully manages the availability and scalability of the
Kubernetes control plane for each cluster. AWS Fargate is a compute engine for
deploying and managing containers without having to manage any of the underlying
infrastructure. HPC users can also leverage the NGC container registry which is designed to

Many
container
services to ease
HPC
deployment on
the cloud

ease deployment of HPC applications on the cloud.

Together these AWS and NVIDIA capabilities provide significant value for HPC users.
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Compelling Reasons to use AWS and NVIDIA for HPC
AWS and NVIDIA can spur innovation faster and reduce time-to-results by running HPC in
the cloud and scaling to larger numbers of parallel tasks than would be practical in most onpremises environments. Some compelling reasons to use AWS and NVIDIA for HPC:
• Faster Procurement and Provisioning: Rapid deployment of cloud-based, scalable

Commission
and
XXXXXXXX
decommission
HPC clusters
in just minutes,
rather than in
days or weeks

AWS EC2
scales
horizontally
and vertically

Benefits
include: global
collaboration,
no queue
contention

Converting
Capex to Opex

computing and data storage is compelling for many organizations. HPC on the cloud
removes the burden of IT procurement. AWS allows HPC users to select and deploy an
optimal set of services for their unique applications and to pay only for what they use.
Users can commission and decommission HPC clusters in just minutes, rather than in
days or weeks and can leverage the NGC container registry which is designed to ease
deployment of HPC applications on the cloud. This container registry for computing applications
and visualization tools helps connect users with most GPU-optimized HPC software.

• Scalability and Agility: AWS allows HPC users to scale applications horizontally and
vertically to meet computing demands, eliminating the need for job queues and reducing
the time to results. Horizontal scalability is provided by the elasticity of Amazon EC2 –
additional compute nodes can be added automatically as needed. Vertical scalability is
provided by the wide range of EC2 instance types and through Amazon EC2 features
such as placement groups and enhanced networking. The strategic partnership between
AWS and NVIDIA provides clients with early access to the latest GPUs. AWS clients can
test and optimize home-grown applications for the latest GPUs much earlier than onpremises customers and acquire GPUs for on-premises use if desired.
• Global Collaboration and Remote Visualization: HPC users deploying on AWS
quickly find that running workloads on the cloud is not simply a means to doing the same
kinds of work as before, at lower cost. Instead, these customers realize that cloud enables
a new way for globally distributed teams to securely collaborate on data and enhance data
analysis and interpretation with advanced remote visualization that leverage GPUs. Both
NVIDIA and AWS have deep HPC application-specific skills that also benefit clients.
• Improving Efficiency of HPC: From a financial perspective, cloud computing shifts IT
spending to a pay as you go plan and investment from a Capex to an Opex model. From a
technological perspective, when running HPC on the AWS Cloud, the problem of queue
contention is eliminated, because every job or every set of related, interdependent jobs
can be provided with its own purpose-built, on-demand cluster. In addition, NVIDIA’s
investments in optimizing HPC applications can be leveraged to customize the ondemand cluster for the unique set of applications for which it is being used.

AWS and NVIDIA deliver high value to clients in many industries
HPC solutions from AWS and NVIDIA are delivering substantial benefits across various
industries. Three representative client industries are highlighted here.
Oil and Gas

In Exploration and Production (E&P), HPC workloads such as seismic processing, reservoir
simulation, Monte Carlo simulation, and others are being integrated with analytics, deep
7

learning, and Internet of Things (IoT) capabilities to improve operational efficiency and
deliver optimized hydrocarbon production and distribution at the lowest cost per barrel.

Challenges
Faster seismic
processing and
reservoir
simulation and
lower
infrastructure
costs

Solution

Tools/Customer
Success

• Industry subject to severe ups and downs (boom or bust)
• Finding new sources of hydrocarbon prohibitively expensive
• Severe constraints on IT capital
• AWS elasticity lends itself to satisfying cyclical demand
• Run models faster and cheaper, optimize extraction, collaborate
with ease, improve safety, improve execution efficiencies by:
o Reducing CAPEX with many usage-based pricing options
(Up to 60% savings in running RTM simulation)
o Leveraging the GPU/CPU infrastructure on AWS instead of
in-house. Insurance against technological obsolescence.
• Reduction of co-located datacenter size and power usage by 50%,
reduction of physical server inventory by 400 high-end servers
and 3200 GPUs (major oil company – Hess)
• HPC/Clustered graphics on AWS, “Pre-Stack Pro” is pre-stack
seismic analysis software that combines pre-stack visualization,
processing, and interpretation in one (Sharp Reflections)
• Next-gen reservoir simulator running on CPUs and GPUs on
AWS: tNavigator (Rock Flow Dynamics), 6X (Ridgeway Kite)

Life Sciences and Healthcare

Clients in pharmaceuticals, medical research, agriculture and others are extensively using
HPC and AI/DL for genomics, drug development, radiology and image analysis, and
healthcare data analytics. This is enabling faster discovery of new drugs, more accurate
diagnoses, and more personalized therapies for better patient outcomes.

•
Challenge
Massive gene
sequencing,
faster drug
discovery and
more accurate
diagnoses

•
•
•
•

Solution
•

Tools/Customer
Success

•

Sorting and analyzing massive amounts of life sciences
data to make it actionable information is complicated
Siloed legacy systems impede effective collaboration
Pressure to develop value-based personal care/therapies
Utilize the current in-house infrastructure and burst into
AWS cloud as needed for additional capacity
Use the GPU/CPU infrastructure on AWS instead of inhouse; providing insurance against technological
obsolescence and enhancing collaboration.
Leverage AWS/NVIDIA investments in DL frameworks
and devices (e.g., AWS Sagemaker and Deeplens) to
personalize care/therapies
Ability to solve extreme-scale intractable problems:
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o Massive DNA sequencing using AWS GPU
infrastructure of over 270 Billion data points/year
(Illumina)
o Ability to bring lifesaving drugs to market more
quickly by allowing scientists to perform four times as
many simulations of new compounds with AWS P3
(high performance GPU) instances (Schrodinger).
o Nephele, a platform that allows researchers to perform
large-scale analysis of microbial genetics data (NIH)
o Largest database of human genomes along with related
phenotype and clinical data for genomic research
(Human Longevity Inc.)
• Early cancer detection using Deep Learning (Matrix
Analytics)

Early cancer
detection with
deep learning

Computer Aided Engineering (CAE)

In CAE, HPC is being used to solve complex simulation problems with the finite element
method (FEM) in structural analysis, computational fluid dynamics (CFD),
electromagnetics, and more. Manufacturers of all sizes are using AWS and NVIDIA to bring
products to market faster with better designs and quality and at lower costs.
Higher quality
products to
market faster
with better
designs at
lower costs

•
Challenge

•
•
•

Solution

•
•

Benefits across
the entire
manufacturing
sector with the
availability of
GPU-optimized
versions of
CAE
applications

•

Tools/Customer
Success

•

•

Need for higher accuracy and interdisciplinary analyses are
resulting in larger and more complex simulation models
Hard to visualize large result datasets with high fidelity remotely
Smaller suppliers do not have the resources, skills, and business
justification to deploy expensive on-premises HPC clusters
AWS offers virtually unlimited compute capacity, so companies
can bypass on-premises capacity constraints to perform
complex simulations
Leverage the GPU/CPU infrastructure on AWS instead of recreating in-house
Advanced remote visualization tools provide users additional
avenues to interactively view the dataset in high fidelity
AWS has partnered with Rescale to provide cloud-based highperformance computing simulation platform. Rescale with its
deep HPC skills and expertise allows users to instantly scale out
complex simulations and analytics
o Boeing (150 lb. weight reduction translates to $180 Mil.
Savings)
o Boom (Testing reduced from months in wind tunnel to hours
of CFD)
TLG, an aerospace company saw 75% cost reduction per CFD
simulation (STAR-CCM+ application) using Amazon EC2
instances.
FEM, CFD, electromagnetics simulation software (ANSYS) and
many other CAE apps leverage AWS and GPUs for better
performance and scale extremely well.
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Summary and recommendations
HPC has become indispensable to the ability of enterprises small and large, scientific
researchers and government agencies to generate new discoveries, innovate and develop
breakthrough products and services. With a large ROI, HPC use continues to increase.

With large
ROI, HPC use
increasing and
migrating
faster to the
cloud

However, as the lines between HPC, analytics, and deep learning continue to blur and the
needs for accelerated computing grow, it is getting more complex and expensive to deploy,
manage and operate HPC environments. So, users are migrating to the cloud at almost four
times the growth rate of HPC and they are accelerating their HPC workflows with GPUs.
AWS and NVIDIA – both pioneers and leaders in their respective businesses – are providing
unique HPC cloud solutions with a wide range of options to optimize performance and price.
These solutions are delivered jointly with a growing and vibrant ecosystem of partners
(application, consulting, and technology) with deep HPC skills across many industries.
Organizations should actively consider using AWS HPC solutions to:
•

As pioneers
and leaders
with unique
differentiators,
AWS and
NVIDIA can
help clients
accelerate
HPC
workflows costeffectively

•
•
•
•
•

Augment their existing on-prem infrastructure with bursting to the AWS cloud or to
migrate all their HPC workloads to the cloud
Accelerate and scale workloads economically and reduce CAPEX with flexible
usage-based pricing
Leverage the GPU/CPU infrastructure on AWS instead of re-creating in-house,
providing insurance against technological obsolescence
Run their entire workflow from data ingest to compute to visualization using the
many unique options on AWS – GPUs, remote visualization, data storage, and more
Leverage deep HPC skills at AWS, NVIDIA, and the growing, vibrant partner
ecosystem to maximize benefits for their industry use cases
Benefit from AWS and NVIDIA investments in machine learning and deep learning,
especially as these technologies are being increasingly used in HPC.

Cabot Partners is a collaborative consultancy and an independent IT analyst firm. We specialize in
advising technology companies and their clients on how to build and grow a customer base, how to
achieve desired revenue and profitability results, and how to make effective use of emerging
technologies including HPC, Cloud Computing, Analytics and Artificial Intelligence/Machine
Learning. To find out more, please go to www.cabotpartners.com.
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